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Practitioners working with species and ecosystem recovery typically deal with the complexity of, on one hand, lack of data or
data uncertainties and, on the other hand, demand for critical decision-making and intervention. The control chart methods
of commercial and industrial and environmental monitoring can complement an ecological understanding of wildlife systems
including those situations which incorporate human activities and land use. Systems Behaviour Charts are based upon wellestablished control chart methods to provide conservation managers with an approach to using existing data and enable insight to
aid timely planning of conservation interventions and also complement and stimulate research into wider scientific and ecological
questions. When the approach is applied to existing data sets in well-known wildlife conservation cases, the subsequent Systems
Behaviour Charts and associated analytical criteria demonstrate insights which would be helpful in averting problems associated
with each case example.

1. Introduction
Conservation biology operates across the boundary between
science and practice [1]. Practitioners working in the field
need to make decisions and interventions concerning landscape management, release or translocation of animal populations, animal health, captive breeding, planting of habitats, removal of invasive species (e.g., cats, rats, monkeys,
and insects), and education of local people or negotiating
with local or international communities on aspects such as
livestock management, agriculture, hunting, or commercial
enterprise. Conservation typically encounters uncertainty [2]
and often a need to take quick action, but with little data.
For example, critically endangered species may survive in
tiny numbers, such as the Mauritius kestrel which persisted
at its lowest ebb with just a single breeding pair [1, 3], or
a species may face a rapidly developing threat, such as the
recent disease outbreak in Saiga antelope [4]. One difficulty
is achieving controlled experiments and hypothesis testing in
a way that is relevant to the needs of practical conservation.
Relevant improvements (such as recovering a population of

a threatened species) arise from understanding the behaviour
of the ecosystem of concern, usually over periods of change.
As such, a temporal understanding of data is helpful.
Deming describes this particular competency as understanding the theory of variation [5, 6]. Well-established methods of analysis have arisen from Shewhart’s [7] work on
variation using visual charts, analysis, and decision-making;
the “Method of Continual Improvement” [8], which is known
in industrial applications as Statistical Process Control; or
“Systems Thinking” [9]. Use of control charts has previously
been recommended for natural resource monitoring [10],
whilst the “Systems Thinking” approach has been suggested
for improving conservation effectiveness [11]. Shewhart’s [7]
work in the 1920s and 1930s was based upon the realisation
that data contains both “signal” and “noise” and that there
are two kinds of variability in outputs: controlled variability
(common cause) due to the system itself (e.g., its components,
communities, and resources) and uncontrolled variability
(special cause) from sources essentially outside the system.
“Common cause” variation is the net result of multiple influences “built in” to the system [6] and cannot
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be attributable to a person or particular intervention (in
ecosystems this relates to aspects such as species, landscape,
and climate). Any attempt to make an attribution and
attempt to fix or amplify the outcome will only complicate
the situation and will worsen the outcome [12]. Instead,
effort should go into changing the system itself (methods,
processes, measures, and rewards).
“Special cause” variation is a unique event that is attributable to some knowable influence [13], being an exceptional
occurrence (e.g., “outliers,” one-offs, or unusual patterns).
An accidental oil spillage on a coastal ecosystem could be
one example (although if such occurrences were regularly
encountered, such as in heavily polluted or unregulated
shipping highways, it would be a common cause). Exceptional causes differ in that their solution lies in correctly
identifying that attributable problem outside the system and
either eliminating it at its origin (if it causes a decline in
the ecosystem) or identifying whether insights into future
permanent improvement can be gained.

2. Methods for Understanding Variation:
(Systems Behaviour Charts)
Systems Behaviour Charts, based upon the control charts
concept [7], offer a method to use existing data in answering practical conservation questions. The term “System
Behaviour Charts” is derived from Wheeler’s [8] industrial
“process behaviour charts” since wildlife ecosystems arise
from the interactions of multiple processes (sometimes both
natural and man-made). The purpose of the chart is to
monitor and differentiate stable, predictable ups and downs in
the data (due to common causes) from exceptional variation:
to prompt reaction to apparent changes only if they are
detected to be, in some sense, statistically significant [8, 10].
Systems monitoring, using data in this manner, resembles
continuous statistical hypothesis testing [13]. The charts allow
observation of the predictability (or capability) of a system
[7, 9] and typically involve longitudinal plots of data over
time compared with plots of mean and measures of spread
across the data (e.g., plots at mean ± 3 standard deviations).
This collection of data is termed a sequential sample [14] and
the ordering as a time-series is critical. Drawing on previous
definitions the logic follows that [7, 8]
a system will be said to be predictable when,
through the use of past data we can describe, at
least within limits, how the process will behave in
the future.
Conservation processes can be identified on charts as predictable or unpredictable from data arising from those
systems over time. Data points can be plotted and observed
in relation to natural limits, limits for averages (means),
and limits for ranges derived from empirical data. Systems
Thinking focuses on the improvement of conservation work
to meet the needs of species and ecosystems [15].
2.1. Understanding Predictability. A system is defined as
predictable (stable), where almost all outcome data fit within

upper and lower natural limits [8]. The limits are defined
for practical purposes as an upper natural limit of mean
+3 standard deviations and a lower natural limit of mean
−3 standard deviations derived from the data observed. The
outcomes of a stable system may or may not be unacceptable,
but predictability allows consideration of potential improvements. Essentially, the system can do no better than the
performance levels expressed by the mean and natural limits
in the data [8]. The only way to change the outcomes is
to change the system. Improvement of a predictable system
involves working on the system, not responding to isolated
ups and downs in the data.
2.2. Understanding Unpredictability or Unstable Systems. A
system which is unpredictable includes both routine variation
and exceptional variation. Assignable causes (those which
cause exceptional changes in the data) will dominate the
common causes (routine variation). Any attempt to seek a
special explanation for those unacceptable outcomes would
be a waste of time [8]. As Wheeler [8] points out, “the best you
can say is that tomorrow is another day.” For these processes
predicting next week’s or next month’s outcomes, even within
limits, is impossible. In unpredictable processes, any signal
in the data will be evidence of an assignable cause. However
a change to accommodate an assignable (i.e., exceptional or
special) cause will be worth investigating. When assignable
causes are eliminated (if possible) the stability of the process
should be improved until it becomes predictable, with data
points returning to within natural limits. Assignable causes
provide the practitioner with learning opportunities and
insights into potential improvements. However a change to
accommodate an exceptional cause will do nothing to change
the underlying system.
2.3. Detection of Helpful Signals Encountered in Data. Patterns of data plotted on a Systems Behaviour Chart indicate
whether there is a presence or influence of a special cause
of variation, and whether anything out-of-the-ordinary has
occurred [25]. If an exception is indicated this should
initiate a search for the cause. Some exceptional variation
will be a one-off which could be ignored (i.e., unlikely to
happen again); another case will be a one-off which could
be helpful to understand (to inform systems improvement);
another may indicate that a new factor has come into play
and the system has fundamentally changed. All of these
things are important to know and understand. Shewhart
[26] did not consider statistical control as either estimation
nor an approach for testing a hypothesis. Instead, Shewhart
considered the approach as a rule of behavior which aims to
offset two specific sources of mistake: either (i) looking for
special causes too often (or overadjusting) or (ii) not looking
for special (i.e., exceptional) causes often enough.
Empirical studies since the 1920s have identified several
rules which can be applied to data sets of 20 or more
data points. The rules for understanding Systems Behaviour
Charts should become established mental tools for perceiving
changes in systems behaviour and identifying signals when
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(1) any data point lies outside the natural limits of the
process (e.g., mean ± 3 SD);
(2) any two consecutive data points lie outside ± 2 SD;

(4) a sequence of seven, eight, or more data points is
above the mean or below the mean [8, 25];
(5) there is a run of seven decreasing data points or seven
increasing data points [25];
(6) cycles above and below the mean suggest that more
than one process exists [25];
(7) broadly repeating patterns in data indicate subsets of
data to investigate [25];
(8) a natural limit defined from the data sits outside the
acceptable range (e.g., for an endangered population
of birds, a lower natural limit for the number of
breeding pairs sits below the extinction level of zero).
Such data indicates a need to fundamentally change
the system to ensure that new outcomes feature
regularly and predictably only within an acceptable
range (i.e., potential extinction of the species should
not be tolerated, so in this example the lower natural
limit for breeding pairs of birds must be greater than
zero) and effort should aim to attain that situation.
In the conservation setting, small data sets might account
for all known data, for example, annual census data for an
endangered species. The eight criteria for identifying signals
provide new insight within economically and rationally
prudent limits. Below, the Systems Behaviour Chart method
identifies new insights from the data arising from several
well-known wildlife conservation cases.

3. Identifying Changes in Systems:
Observations and Insights
Plots of twenty or more data points may identify different
patterns in the data over time [25] signalling the need for
a reanalysis of each segment of the “run” of data. If the
capability of the system at each segment of the run is different,
this should prompt investigation. The following examples
from a variety of natural wildlife systems demonstrate the
usefulness of this type of analysis.
3.1. Detecting Important Changes in the System: The Florida
Manatee. The Florida manatee (Trichechus manatus latirostris) is an aquatic sirenian inhabiting the coastal waters and
estuaries of Florida, where one of the important threats is
fatal collision with boats. When 20 points of data on manatee
collision deaths (from 1974 to 1993) are plotted (Figure 1)
there appears to be an upward “trend,” but when checked
against Shewhart chart rules (seven above the mean) three
different stable systems appear: the first from 1978, the second
from 1984, and a third from 1998. The system has restabilised
after 1998, albeit with a high level of manatee collision
deaths. The first increase in deaths stabilises from 1978 when
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Figure 1: Deaths of Florida manatees due to watercraft collisions,
showing changes in mean mortality (data from [16–18]).

the Florida Manatee Sanctuary Act enabled authorities to
regulate boat speeds. The second occurs when county-level
slow speed buffer zones were adopted in Florida. The current
system, following a sharp increase in mortality, stabilises
with a high level of deaths. The number of registered boats
accelerated from 1984 to 1990 and again from 1994 to 1999
[17] which appears to explain the “jumps” in the data.
Conservation effort should focus on factors which influenced
each change in the system and whether those or other factors
could help, hinder, or secure future manatee survival. For
each system, all data sit within natural limits, so aside from
the steps between each system, “ups” and “downs” in the data
are random noise.
3.2. Identifying Signals of Stability or Change in the System.
The Puerto Rican amazon parrot (Amazona ventralis vittata)
declined significantly during the 1950s and 1960s. A temporal
plot of population census data (regardless of spread between
dates) reveals a pattern (Figure 2). Four observable systems
occur: the initial decline from 1954, the apparently stable,
but cycling system from 1966 to 1982 (note: the repeating
increase and decline patterns from 1970 to 1972, 1973 to 1974,
and 1975 to 1976 are an amplification of frequent monitoring
in those years but does not affect the observed stability
of the system, albeit at dangerously low population levels),
third, an improved, but less predictable system from 1983
to 2006, and finally a potentially improving fourth system
apparent from 2007. The number of data points within these
systems is small (∼10 data points), but inferences can still be
made by using the principles for analysing System Behaviour
Charts. Hurricanes have proven to have particular impact
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Figure 2: Population counts of wild Puerto Rican parrots showing
natural limits and warning limits (data from [19–21]).

on parrot survival. Hurricane Hugo impacted Puerto Rico
in 1989, hence the drop. Hurricane Georges impacted in
September 1998 causing major losses in parrots, identified in
the 1999/2000 population data. The Systems Behaviour Chart
allows a separation of these external events (and therefore
how to mitigate their effects) from an understanding of the
general improvement in the parrot population (which can
be managed more systemically). Whilst in 2006 a positive
“jump” is apparent in the data, conservation must show
precaution since the upper and (not shown) lower natural
limits’ system suggests wide fluctuations including possibility
of low-end extinction level populations (LNL = zero).
3.3. Earlier Detection of a Dangerous Decline: The Idaho
Ground Squirrel. The Idaho Ground Squirrel (Spermophilus
brunneus brunneus) appears in a restricted location in the
Midwest of the USA and is a species with limited population
data. Even without plotting natural limits, the number of
mature females at Squirrel Valley (indicated by open circle
data points plotted in Figure 3) indicates that the population
is in exceptional decline and the system is “out of control.”
This might seem obvious when observing the full trend
through to 1999; however by the end of the 1990s the
situation had already declined past possible recovery (by 2000
the local population was extinct); earlier detection would
have prevented this outcome. Whilst the overall downward
progression in the total population data is only clear by 1999
(seven below the mean), the “number of females” indicates
a critical decline by 1996 when 20 females of breeding age
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Figure 3: Northern Idaho Ground Squirrel population at Squirrel
Valley, Idaho (data from [22]).

still remained present. In this instance there is no need
for a full set of 20 data points to observe this trend. The
Systems Behaviour Chart indicates systemic decline in the
female population by 1996. If it had been known at the
time, the insight would have provided three years “head
start” on conservation effort (with 20 females) as opposed
to the discovery of the final extinction of the population in
1999. Had practitioners known this earlier and intervened,
straightforward landscape management would most likely
have aided population recovery.
3.4. Detecting Vulnerability in a Rare, Cryptic Species: The
Po’ouli in Hawaii. The Po’ouli (Melamprosops phaeosoma)
is a rarely observed endemic Hawaiian Forest bird only
discovered in 1973. Although the Hawaiian Forest Bird Survey
(1980) estimated the population at 140 ± 280 (95% CI)
individuals, very few individuals have ever been sighted in
any one year. Observations between 1981 and 1987 showed
a year-on-year decline in sightings (Figure 4). Observations
were not achieved every year, so the data set is incomplete, a
practical reality of working with a cryptic species in difficult
terrain with limited resources. An attempt to describe the
decline even between the 1981 high of 15 individuals through
to 6 individuals in 1995 is somewhat speculative. However,
calculation of natural limits (Mean ± 3 SD) for either the
tiny data set from 1974 up to 1988, or more cautiously up
to 1996, or even, more prudently, for the whole data set up
to 2003, presents a startling fact. The lower natural limit is
negative (LNL = −6 individuals, −6.4, −5.6, and −5.8 for each
sample set). Although strictly speaking the data measures
the predictability of observing birds in a given year, had this
insight been available in 1988, this would have indicated that
the population was at a critical stage. The Po’ouli population
at this point in time was just as likely to go extinct in the next
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Figure 4: Observation data for the Po’ouli (Melamprosops phaeosoma) on Maui, Hawaii (data from [11, 23]). Mean and natural limits
are calculated for 1974–1988 (left) and 1988–2004 (centre).

year as it was to grow, unless something was changed. The
bird was not “naturally rare” (as was debated at the time); a
naturally rare bird would have natural limits sitting tighter
above and below the mean and all above zero. However, it was
not until ten years later, in 1998 (when only 3 birds remained),
that any intervention strategy was devised, by which time the
effort was too late to avoid extinction [23]. Even with patchy
data the Systems Behaviour Chart indicates critical changes
which can inform decision-making in a new way.
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Figure 5: Changes in breeding output of the captive zoo population
of Moroccan Royal Lions (data from [24]).

3.5. Detecting the Acceptable Limits of Breeding Processes for
a Captive Population of Barbary Lions. The entirely ex situ
captive population of lions, thought to be descended from
the last wild representatives of the Barbary lion (Panthera leo
leo), was founded from individuals in the Moroccan Royal
collection. The animals were spread across zoos in North
America and Europe until 1979; thereafter, with transfers of
animals out of many institutions, all animals (other than
those remaining in the Moroccan collection) are found
exclusively in Europe [24]. The birth data for the European
population shows a perceptible change in the system from
1999 (Figure 5), when efforts were made to rebuild the
European zoo population. Although, even in recent years,
(with lower birth rates) data still falls within “acceptable”
natural limits, from a conservation management viewpoint,
the breeding process should be developed such that the lower
natural limit rises above zero. Clearly other systemic effects
(e.g., gender of cubs, relatedness, genetics, demographics,
cub survival rates, and death rates in adults) need to be
understood. The System Behaviour Chart identifies that the
system is currently improved, but, should a guarantee of
continued new births be required, further improvements are
needed to ensure that the lower natural limit rises above zero.

operational understanding of effective conservation management in ecosystems. In each of the well-known cases
presented, new insights are achieved which offer practical
implications for operational management of conservation.
The methods for using System Behaviour Charts must sit
alongside clear decision-making and an understanding of
how to develop short-term conservation goals in line with
a clear conservation purpose. The techniques for developing
System Behaviour Charts and conducting visual analysis as
part of a Systems Thinking approach offer a number of opportunities for conservation leaders: detecting vulnerability in
cryptic species, earlier detection of dangerous decline, identifying signals of improvement to encourage effort, identifying
stable systems, and detecting important changes in a system.
There are many other archetypes of conservation for which
System Behaviour Charts could provide useful insight as well
as being of practical utility.
Systems Behaviour Charts are a tool which can support
practitioners with new, straightforward analytical techniques
to make decisions based upon an understanding of the
“voice of the ecosystem,” namely, what data is telling us
is happening, rather than practitioners relying upon more
arbitrary dissection of data based upon other priorities, opinions, assumptions, or methodological preferences. In essence
the Systems Behaviour Chart enables sequential hypothesis testing which itself is an essential element in improving conservation decision-making. The systems behaviour
approach encourages the conservation manager to use empirical data from the target system of interest to inform knowledge and to better understand the impact of operational
activity.

4. Conclusions
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